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Take-off A320 Blagnac 2019 (photos of M. Braza)

Data associated to the form of the wing and of the high-lift flap: example - Take-off from Toulouse-
Blagnac airport

1- Foreword on the running example (1/3)
 

Smart Morphing and Sensing (SMS) data 
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Smart Morphing and Sensing (SMS) data 

Measurement data (embedded sensors)

Simulation data (wind tunnels)

Calculation data (high performance computing)

International consortium with different scientific backgrounds

→ Multiple degrees of heterogeneity 
. format (csv, text, matlab…)
. scientific content
. methods of acquisition
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1- Foreword on the running example (3/3)

SMS data FAIRisation

Requirement FAIR element « Immediate » solution : Dataverse

Provide a comprehensive metadata set 
understandable by all the stakeholders I

Allow the extension of metadata through 
unambiguous references I

Specify the analysis process the data went through
R

Link data to papers, claims and arguments R

Access through user-friendly interfaces with no 
technical prerequisite A
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1- Foreword on the running example (3/3)

SMS data FAIRisation

Requirement FAIR element « Immediate » solution : Dataverse

Provide a comprehensive metadata set 
understandable by all the stakeholders I

Allow the extension of metadata through 
unambiguous references I

Specify the analysis process the data went through
R

Link data to papers, claims and arguments R

Access through user-friendly interfaces with no 
technical prerequisite A

Dataverse allows to reference external vocabularies but does not provide the vocabularies by itself.

The reusability of data depends on (among many other things!):
the understanding that we can have of the way they were collected or calculated
the processing chains they went through

Dataverse allows to reference scientific papers with datasets. 
But does not offer scientific claims modeling, scientific methods or any « inner » view of the paper contents.
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SMS data FAIRisation

Requirement FAIR element « Immediate » solution : Dataverse

Provide a comprehensive metadata set 
understandable by all the stakeholders I

Allow the extension of metadata through 
unambiguous references I

Specify the analysis process the data went through
R

Link data to papers, claims and arguments R

Access through user-friendly interfaces with no 
technical prerequisite A

CALLISTO adresses these points by the means of a three-layer architecture :
. a dataverse instance
. an ontological description of datasets

    . virtual research environment dedicated to semantic-based functionalities.
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2- Callisto architecture: overview 5 / 18

CALLISTO specific functionalities

Business-specific workflows
Datasets contextualization

ARCADIE
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2- Callisto architecture: overview 6 / 18
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Deposit and access datasets
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Access and reprocess datasets

ARCADIE

Business-specific 
workflows
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Contextualize datasets

ARCADIE



2- Callisto architecture: description 9 / 18
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Ontologies storage and browsing Datasets storage and download, metadata browsing

PROV-O

MicroPublications

SWO

Domain-specific
ontologies

ARCAS
(ARming CAllisto for 

Semantics)

Domain-specific
ontologiesDomain-specific

ontologies

Domain-specific
ontologiesDomain-specific

ontologiesARCADIE 
(ARCAs Domain
ImplEmentation)

Advanced queries

Workflows

OBDA functionalities

GEOS



3- Functionalities: Enriching Dataverse metadata

Automatic processing (After any change in ARCADIE) :
1- Extract metadata elements from the ontology
2- Generate a .tsv file from those elements
3- Ingest .tsv file in Dataverse
4- Make the metadata elements available in Dataverse for future dataset integration

Content in ARCADIE Dataverse dataset registration screen
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3- Functionalities: Ontological representation of datasets, up-to-date

When dataset is uploaded : 
1- Read the metadata for newly-integrated datasets
2- Express the metadata in owl
3- Populate ARCADIE with the new content
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ARCADIE



3- Functionalities: keeping ontological representation and dataverse 
                              repository content consistent with each other (summary)
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ARCADIE

Automatic processing 

On ontology structural change :
Derive dataverse metadata 
from ontology elements

On dataset integration :
Populate ARCADIE with
new datasets description.

Register datasets in dataverse
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 and browsing with graphical interface : 
https://allegro.callisto.calmip.univ-toulouse.fr/#/repositories/sms/gruff

3- Functionalities: ARCADIE links data, software and papers 14 / 18
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ONTOLOGY publically available : 
https://allegro.callisto.calmip.univ-toulouse.fr/#/repositories/sms/overview



3- Functionalities: Semantic services composition (1/2) 15 / 18
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Step 1,2 : 
specify the repository for the query
specify the information to retrieve 

Step3 : 
select a dataset



3- Functionalities: Semantic services composition (2/2) 16 / 18
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Step 4 :
Choose which service to put in the 

workflow, when multiple choices appear.

Step 5 :
Click on « get results » to run the workflow 

and get access to the results of the 
processing.



4- Summary

Requirement FAIR element  Dataverse  CALLISTO solution

Provide a comprehensive metadata set 
understandable by all the stakeholders I

Allow the extension of metadata through 
unambiguous references I

Specify the analysis process the data went 
through R

Link data to papers, claims and arguments

R

Access through user-friendly interfaces with 
no technical prerequisite A

Custom metadata sets subset 
of project-scale ontologies

Extension of metadata by 
referencing elements in the 
ontology

Using SWO and GEOS to 
specify software and automation 

Using Micropublications and 
referencing Dataverse datasets 
as data supporting claims

Using Dataverse and 
AllegroGraph for user-friendly 
frontends
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5- Conclusion 18 / 18

Future works :

Investigate the use of software description ontology (SD) for linking data and software.

Investigate the use of ro-crate for linking data, metadata and overall context (researchers, 
institutes…)

And many other possibilities for expanding the functionalities ! rdf data cube, DCAT...
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SD : https://knowledgecaptureanddiscovery.github.io/SoftwareDescriptionOntology/release/1.9.0/index-en.html
Ro-crate: https://www.researchobject.org/ro-crate/1.1/

Final words :

This work could not have been conducted without the implication of scientific projects using the 
platform for managing their data.   
Many thanks to SMS and HiperBorea (OMP/GET) stakeholders for their support.

https://knowledgecaptureanddiscovery.github.io/SoftwareDescriptionOntology/release/1.9.0/index-en.html


Thanks for your attention ! 
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